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Multiple abnormalities occur in the homeostasis of essential endogenous brain biometals in age-related neurodegenerative disorders, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. As a result, metals both accumulate in microscopic proteinopathies, and can be deficient in cells or cellular compartments. Therefore, bulk measurement of metal content in brain tissue samples reveal only the “tip of the iceberg”, with most of the important changes occurring on a microscopic and biochemical level. Each of the major proteins implicated in these disorders interacts with biological transition metals. Tau and the amyloid protein precursor have important roles in normal neuronal iron homeostasis. Changes in metal distribution, cellular deficiencies, or sequestration in proteinopathies all present abnormalities that can be corrected in animal models by small molecules. These biochemical targets are more complex than the simple excess of metals that are targeted by chelators. In this review we illustrate some of the richness in the science that has developed in the study of metals in neurodegeneration, and explore its novel pharmacology.

Introduction

Metal ions play a major role in biological processes, whether it be structural (e.g. stabilizing various protein or nucleic acid configurations) or functional (e.g. being second messengers, or being the active site of metalloenzymes). Of particular interest to the concepts described within this review is the biology of the late first row transition metals Fe, Cu and Zn. We will not be...
reviewing toxicological heavy metals (e.g. Hg, Pb, Cd), non-biological metals (e.g. Al), or biologically important metals of lower abundance (e.g. Mn).

Fe and Cu have the ability to exist in multiple valence states and this attribute is essential for enabling biological systems to capture, store, transport and utilize O₂. At the quantum level, the O₂ in our atmosphere is in a triplet spin state. As such, interactions with most organic molecules are spin-forbidden (i.e. energetically unfavorable) and this intrinsic feature of O₂ must be overcome before organisms utilize O₂. Fe and Cu have the ability to coordinate O₂, and by cycling through oxidation states, are able to activate O₂ by converting the relatively inactive triplet state into a highly reactive single state. By generating singlet state oxygen, organisms not only create a powerful driving force for life but also a molecule that has significant destructive capacity through its ability to cause oxidative stress. Therefore organisms that rely on O₂ have developed a complex array of checks and balances to limit the destructive potential of the unregulated activation of oxygen. Not only do these checks and balances include the molecules such as superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) and catalase that detoxify reactive oxygen species, but the metabolism of the metal ions responsible for the activation of O₂ is tightly regulated so that there is little, if any, freely exchangeable Fe and Cu present in biological systems (reviewed in ref. 1). These regulatory processes are energy-dependent and their efficiency degrades with age leading to increased oxidative stress giving rise to the oxidative stress hypothesis as a cause of aging.²,³

Age is the greatest risk factor for neurodegenerative diseases. We have for many years theorized that age-dependent deterioration of the metal homeostatic system of the brain drives neurodegenerative diseases. The evidence in support of this hypothesis is outlined in this review, as are the potential therapeutic strategies that arise from it.

**Neurotransmission and second messenger roles of Zn and Cu**

Zinc and copper are both essential metal ions, and are highly concentrated in grey matter.⁴,⁵ Zn²⁺ transporter proteins are classified into two families, Slc30a (known as ZnT) and Slc39a (termed Zrt-Inv like proteins, ZIps). The ZIP transporters traffic Zn²⁺ into the cytoplasm, and the ZnT traffic Zn²⁺ out of the cytoplasm (Fig. 1). The importance and need for precision in Zn²⁺ trafficking is highlighted by the observation that, in the human and mouse genome, there are 14 ZIP and 9 ZnT known transporters reviewed in ref. 6. Of these, the ZnT3 transporter is selectively expressed in the cortex, and responsible for the concentration of chemically exchangeable Zn²⁺ (sometimes referred to as Labile Zn²⁺) in glutamatergic vesicles.⁷ This pool of vesicular Zn²⁺ is characteristically identified by Timm’s staining and represents 20–30% of brain zinc.⁵ Co-release of Zn²⁺ with glutamate has been observed in hippocampal mossy fiber synapses, critical for memory, where endogenous Zn²⁺ was demonstrated to modulate postsynaptic excitability at NMDA and GABA receptors.⁹ The concentration peak of exchangeable Zn²⁺ in these synapses is estimated to be 100–300 μM.¹⁰–¹² It is likely that Zn²⁺ is the counter-ion to glutamate in some boutons, since it forms a complex that slowly dissociates upon release.¹³ This is reminiscent of Zn²⁺ loading of insulin in the secretory granules of pancreatic β-cells. In this sense the zinc transporters involved in loading Zn²⁺ into the secretary or neurotransmitter vesicles have functional homology; ZnT8 for pancreatic β-cells and ZnT3 for glutamatergic vesicles, are both located in the vesicular membrane, and predominantly expressed in the pancreas and brain, respectively.

A steadily growing literature has shown that Zn²⁺ released on neurotransmission plays a prominent role in post-synaptic and presynaptic responses, reviewed in ref. 14 and 15. Arrays of post-synaptic targets for Zn²⁺ have been reported, as well us uptake into the neurites with consequent signalling events. This has led investigators to propose that Zn²⁺ may qualify both as a neurotransmitter and second messenger.

Synaptic Zn²⁺ has been shown to inhibit the NMDA receptor through low and high affinity binding sites.¹⁶,¹⁷ Recent work
has demonstrated that presynaptic vesicular Zn\(^{2+}\) release is needed for presynaptic plasticity that causes mossy-fiber long term potentiation (LTP),\(^{18}\) a classical form of LTP considered to underlie learning and memory. In that study, pleiotropic effects of synaptic Zn\(^{2+}\) release were observed since post-synaptic mossy fiber LTP was inhibited in the hippocampal CA3 region by Zn\(^{2+}\).\(^{18}\)

Transactivation targets for synthetically-released Zn\(^{2+}\) have been identified, and include TrkB independently of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF).\(^{19}\) In addition, GPR39 has been characterized as a metabotropic Zn\(^{2+}\)-sensing receptor (mZnR) with post-synaptic neuronal activity in the hippocampus\(^{20}\) and the dorsal cochlear nucleus.\(^{21}\) Zn\(^{2+}\) can also affect chloride ion homeostasis, as a recent study reported that elevated intracellular Zn\(^{2+}\) inhibits the activity of the K\(^+\)/Cl\(^{-}\) co-transporter-2 (KCC2), so modulating GABAergic neurotransmission.\(^{22}\) Additionally, caspase-3 activation and consequent apoptosis is inhibited by cytotoxic Zn\(^{2+}\), as well as by the X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP), whose activation is inhibited by Cu\(^{2+}\).\(^{23}\) On the other hand, neuronal death induced by oxidative stress is mediated in part by cytotoxic Zn\(^{2+}\) release, liberated from metallothionein.\(^{24,25}\) Oxidant exposure leads to the simultaneous release of Ca\(^{2+}\), with consequent activation of CaMKII.\(^{26}\) Meanwhile, the liberated Zn\(^{2+}\) promotes phosphorylation of p38 via 12-lipoxygenase associated activation of ASK-1.\(^{25}\) These parallel pathways then converge to facilitate the association of syntaxin with Kv2.1, leading to injurious, Kv2.1-dependent, K\(^{+}\) current increase in neurons.\(^{26}\) This type of mechanism of neuronal death mediated by cytotoxic Zn\(^{2+}\) increase may feature in Alzheimer’s disease where there is a decrease in metallothionein III (MT-III)\(^{27,28}\) and inadequate buffering of zinc.\(^{29}\)

The reuptake of Zn\(^{2+}\) into neurons still requires characterization, but is important since delayed reuptake may lead to extracellular pooling that can both interfere with NMDA receptor behavior as well as engender Aβ aggregation (see below). Voltage-gated calcium channels and the NMDA receptor are routes of clearance for synaptic Zn\(^{2+}\),\(^{30}\) but other mechanisms are likely to contribute, such as the participation of ZIPs. One recent report attributed about 50% of the uptake of Zn\(^{2+}\) and Cu\(^{2+}\) to the presenilins,\(^{31}\) mutations within these proteins can cause familial Alzheimer’s disease. In addition, the cellular prion protein (PrP\(^{C}\)) has also been reported to enhance the uptake of zinc into neuronal cells through a mechanism that involves AMPA receptors, but does not require endocytosis.\(^{32}\) Zinc-sensitive intracellular tyrosine phosphatase activity was decreased in cells expressing prion protein and increased in the brains of PrP\(^{C}\)-null mice. Importantly, Zn\(^{2+}\) uptake was attenuated in cells expressing familial prionosis-associated PrP mutants and in prion-infected cells.\(^{32}\)

Synaptic Zn\(^{2+}\) also plays critical roles in the assembly of the post-synaptic density (through Shank3), which is rich in zinc,\(^{33,34}\) and in sustaining the health of the synapse with aging. ZnT3 knockout mice develop marked cognitive loss by 6 months of age, accompanied by decreases in glutamate receptors, BDNF, TrkB, and PSD-95.\(^{35}\) The ability of Aβ to trap Zn\(^{2+}\) (ref. 36) outside of the neurite may contribute synaptic Shank3 scaffold deficiencies seen in Alzheimer’s disease.\(^{37}\)

### Copper

Less is known about the neurophysiology of brain copper, although the importance of copper is underscored by the severe neurodevelopmental impairment that occurs in Menkes disease, caused by the loss of function mutation of the copper transporter ATP7a that moves copper out of the cell (Fig. 1), and from the gut into the blood, reviewed in ref. 38. Loss of ATP7a function in MoBr mice has established the importance of copper in axon outgrowth and synaptogenesis.\(^{39}\) Copper exists in health in the Cu\(^{2+}\) oxidation state in the cytoplasm, and is extensively trafficked by a system of intracellular chaperones that prevent any free ionic copper from appearing in the cytoplasm,\(^{40}\) in order to prevent this reactive metal ion species from generating radicals and reactive oxygen.

Activation of neurons causes a marked redistribution of cellular Cu\(^{2+}\) towards the processes in a Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent manner.\(^{41}\) Activated synaptosomes release ionic copper,\(^{42-44}\) and ATP7a acts to concentrate Cu\(^{2+}\) into post-synaptic vesicles that are transcytosed and released upon NMDA receptor activation,\(^{45,46}\) to achieve transient synaptic concentrations of \(\approx 100 \text{ M}\) reviewed in ref. 47. It is curious that the ionic copper is in the Cu\(^{2+}\) oxidation state when released by the neurite, since the uptake of copper and its cytoplasmic trafficking are mediated as the Cu\(^{+}\) species by Ctrl (Fig. 1). The gluta miner synapse is also the only known location in the body where freely exchangeable ionic Cu\(^{2+}\) appears.

Several papers have reported acute inhibitory effects of exogenously applied Cu\(^{2+}\) on the responses of NMDA, AMPA, glycine and GABA receptors,\(^{48-50}\) as well as voltage-dependent transient outward K\(^{+}\) currents and delayed rectifier K\(^{+}\) currents\(^{51,52}\) in neurons in culture, and in inhibiting purinergic receptors (P2X2, P2X4, P2X7).\(^{53-56}\) Cu\(^{2+}\) (1 M) has been reported to suppress long-term potentiation in rat hippocampal slices.\(^{57}\) Removing endogenous Cu\(^{2+}\) released from hippocampal slices abolishes desensitization to prolonged NMDA exposure (which causes calcium overload), indicating that extracellular Cu\(^{2+}\) release has a protective role.\(^{58}\) This is mediated by Cu\(^{2+}\) interaction with PrP\(^{C}\), which then in turn interacts with the NMDA receptor complex to allosterically decrease the affinity of glycine for the receptor. More prolonged (3 h) exposure of primary rat hippocampal neurons to Cu\(^{2+}\) (10 M) actually promotes activity through the AMPA receptor (GluR1 subunit) by markedly increasing PSD-95, indicating that extracellular Cu\(^{2+}\) may have bispliceic effects on neuronal activity.\(^{59}\)

The transsynaptic effects of Zn\(^{2+}\) and Cu\(^{2+}\) signaling were also demonstrated by the effects in cell culture of PBT2, a Zn\(^{2+}/Cu^{2+}\) ionophore being developed for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (vide infra).\(^{60}\) PBT2 induced inhibitory phosphorylation of the α- and β-isofoms of glycogen synthase kinase 3 by translocating extracellular Zn\(^{2+}\) and Cu\(^{2+}\) into cells. This was contributed to by Zn\(^{2+}\) inhibition of the phosphatase, calcineurin.

---
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The effects of aging on brain metal homeostasis

Both normal development and aging markedly affect the distribution and concentrations of transition metals in brain tissue. Since aging is the major risk factor for AD and PD, we suspect that the timing of an elevation of iron, decrease in copper and fatigue of extracellular zinc clearance within the cerebral cortex in post-reproductive life may combine to create a change in metal milieu that induces proteostasis and neurotoxicity in these disorders. This is an area where more research is needed, but the existing data strongly encourage the exploration of aging as being a key factor in causing a pro-oxidant chemical environment in brain tissue mediated by the accumulation or redistribution of redox-active metals (mainly Fe and Cu). Robust elevations of brain copper and iron commence soon after weaning in mice, with genetic background strain and gender having a considerable impact. A marked elevation of copper in brain capillaries isolated from aged mice has been described, which may adversely impact on the clearance of Aβ (see below). A similar marked elevation of copper has been found in the subventricular zone of aged rats, associated with decreased neurogenesis. However, with advanced aging in humans (after the age of 50), levels of brain cortical copper decline markedly, potentially promoting Aβ amyloidogenesis as discussed below.

Several studies of post-mortem human brain tissue have also found age-dependent elevation of iron in several regions of the brain, and references within. Book-keeping studies in rats have demonstrated that there is a net influx of iron trafficking across the blood–brain barrier, leading to gradual accumulation of iron. This elevation in brain iron is also detectable in humans by MRI and influenced by gender and alleles of iron regulatory genes, HFE and transferrin C2. While the cause of this elevation is uncertain, caloric restriction suppresses the age-dependent rise in iron (measured by MRI) in the globus pallidus, nigra, red nucleus, and temporal cortex in rhesus monkeys, while concomitantly sparing the age-dependent decline in their motor performance. This finding indicates that iron elevation with aging is a product of metabolism, and causal in the deteriorating function of motor nuclei.

In addition, zinc trafficking in the neocortex fatigues with aging (reviewed in ref. 75), which could lead to abnormal pooling of Zn in compartments that lead to the excessive aggregation of Aβ species and consequent amyloid pathology. Zinc, whereas the tau proteopathy co-enriches with iron (Fig. 1). There are also changes in cellular levels and compartmentalization of these metals in AD-affected brain tissue. In addition, the behaviour, trafficking or processing of each of the proteins implicated in AD pathogenesis in sensitive to copper, zinc and/or iron, and some (APP, presenilins and tau) play an established role in metal homeostasis. Taken together, AD emerges as a disorder of metal homeostasis with a proteopathic admixture of metals due to the participant proteins’ normally close biochemical association with metal ions. We are of the view that AD may be a disorder as much of abnormal metal homeostasis (a metallopathy) as it is a proteopathy, but the proteopathic elements have attracted more attention for approaches to therapeutic intervention. However, strategies that target the underlying metallopathy are now being tested in the clinic and show promise.

Physiological interactions of APP, presenilin and tau with biological metals

APP has an important functional role in cellular copper and iron export, as indicated by its transcription being promoted by copper, and its translation being promoted by iron through a 5'UTR iron regulatory element interacting with Iron Regulatory Protein 1. "β-si2" Aβ is generated by the action of two proteases (β- and γ-secretase) on the amyloid precursor protein (APP). APP is a multi-domain single transmembrane protein, with many different functional activities attributed to it, including a role in maintaining metal homeostasis. One of the ectodomains of APP has been termed the copper binding domain and this domain has been demonstrated to coordinate and reduce Cu2+ at moderate affinities, to modulate APP conformation, and copper efflux from cells (Fig. 1). Treatment of neuronal cells with copper increases the level of APP at the cell surface by a phosphorylation-dependent process that involves increased exocytosis and diminished endocytosis.

Decreased intracellular copper promotes amyloidogenic processing of APP. This is important because of reports of decreased copper levels in the human brain with old age, and a further decrease in cortical copper levels in AD. Amyloidogenic processing of APP occurs in lipid rafts, membrane microdomains enriched in cholesterol, β- and γ-secretases, as well as Aβ have been identified in lipid rafts from cells, human and rodent brains. Under conditions of copper deficiency, copper becomes paradoxically enriched in lipid rafts where it co-enriches with Aβ, potentially leading to hypermetallation of the peptide (discussed below) and the catalytic oxidation of cholesterol to produce H2O2.

Yet AD does not appear to be caused by nutritional copper deficiency since a randomized, placebo controlled clinical trial of copper orotate (8 mg) over 12 months was safely tolerated but failed to impact disease progression. That is possibly because very little of this copper would have actually reached the brain, since ionic copper is a minute fraction of plasma, and very little penetrates the blood brain barrier. Hence the need for chaperones such as PBF2 and Cug(tsm), discussed below. Indeed, excess copper exposure has been implicated in AD. Rabbits maintained...
on an elevated cholesterol and copper diet demonstrated accelerated plaque formation and increased oxidative stress in the brain, results that are supported by epidemiological data showing that diet high copper and fat increases the risk of AD. Copper exposure (90 days) of APP transgenic mice has been reported to increase brain Aβ levels, and, unlike normal mice, raises brain Cu levels and impairs neurocognition.

APP has been recently shown to promote the efflux of iron from neurons and other cells by interaction with ferroporin (Fig. 1), so that APP knockout mice develop exaggerated iron elevation in brain and other tissues with aging. Despite the accumulation of insoluble tau in neurofibrillary tangles, soluble tau levels actually decrease in affected cortex in AD, and since tau promotes iron efflux by trafficking APP to the cell surface, tau knockout mice develop brain atrophy with cognitive loss and a parkinsonian phenotype from 12 months of age. Hence, two of the major proteins implicated in AD pathogenesis have major roles in iron efflux that may be compromised in the disease, and may contribute to the accumulation of iron in the disorder.

The presenilins, whose mutations cause familial AD, have been shown to play a major role in the uptake and turnover of Cu from neurons and other cells by interaction with ferroporin (Fig. 1), so that APP knockout mice develop exaggerated iron elevation in brain and other tissues with aging. Copper exposure (90 days) of APP transgenic mice has been reported to increase brain Aβ levels, and, unlike normal mice, raises brain Cu levels and impairs neurocognition.

The expression of low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP1) in the brain microvasculature, and associated clearance of Aβ from the brain, has been recently reported to be very sensitive to copper. Treatment with low levels of Cu in drinking water for 90 days was sufficient to selectively reduce LRP1 and Aβ clearance. Indeed, treatment with very low levels of Cu2+ (200 nM) suppressed LRP1 levels in cultured primary mouse brain endothelial cells through oxidative stress, and the same levels of Al3+, Zn2+, or Fe2+ had no effect. This association is especially intriguing since Cu2+ induces the endocytosis of PrPc through a LRP1-dependent mechanism, and Aβ neurotoxicity has been described to be mediated through an interaction between Cu2+, PrPc and the NMDA receptor.

Taken together, these studies support a sensitive interaction between the proteins implicated in the pathogenesis of AD and brain metal concentrations. In the instances of APP, presenilin and tau, the argument for the protein playing a constitutive role in metal homeostasis is quite strong (Fig. 1), and supports a loss of function in metal homeostasis as being upstream in AD pathogenesis.

Changes in metal levels, distribution and homeostasis in AD

The amyloid plaques that define AD have been shown to be metal sinks, with microParticle-Induced-X day Emission (PIXE) analysis showing high levels of Zn (1055 μM), Fe (940 μM) and Cu (390 μM) present. This analysis also demonstrated a 3-5 fold increase in the cortical and accessory basal nuclei of the amygdala in Zn, Cu and Fe in the neuropil of AD patients, as compared to age-matched controls. Iron is enriched within ferritin in the dystrophic neurites adjacent to amyloid plaques. This is also visualized in the plaques of APP transgenic mice by MRI and histochemistry. While Aβ directly coordinates and reduces Fe3+, to date iron has not been identified as coordinating Aβ within amyloid pathology, while Cu and Zn have been found to directly coordinate the histidine residues of Aβ by Raman spectroscopy, and to co-purify with Aβ from post-mortem human tissue (vide infra). The zinc within plaques and congophilic amyloid angiopathy (CAA) can be vividly stained by a modification of the Timm’s stain. Despite the density of amyloid plaques per unit volume is greatest in the layers of the cortex that contain the highest concentrations of exchangeable zinc, supporting the likelihood that the plaques are formed from the condensation of Zn2+ from the nearby tissue reacting with Aβ.

While there is an emerging consensus of an increase in metals ions in the plaques and CAA, in both AD and transgenic mouse models of AD (which contain lower metal concentrations than human plaques), total cellular copper levels are decreased in AD-affected cortex, while Cu and Zn levels have been found to directly coordinate the histidine residues of Aβ by Raman spectroscopy, and to co-purify with Aβ from post-mortem human tissue (vide infra). The density of amyloid plaques per unit volume is greatest in the layers of the cortex that contain the highest concentrations of exchangeable zinc, supporting the likelihood that the plaques are formed from the condensation of Zn2+ from the nearby tissue reacting with Aβ.

Increased oxidative stress levels in AD are also associated with the production of 4-hydroxynonenal, which has the capacity to inhibit zinc export. This may contribute to the increased zinc levels in AD-affected brain, which rise late in the disorder. Interestingly, rodent studies have shown that zinc deficiency can increase zinc retention in the brain as the expression levels of the intracellular Zn export promoter ZnT1 are suppressed. This may contribute to the enlargement of amyloid plaques in the brains of APP/PS1 transgenic mice with dietary zinc deficiency. Levels of a number of zinc transporters including ZnT1, ZnT4, ZnT6, and ZnT3, are altered in AD brain tissue. ZnT1 levels have been reported as altered in mild cognitive impairment, suggesting metal dyshomeostasis in early stages of the disease. Estrogen suppresses ZnT3 expression as well as synaptic zinc levels, yet ovariectomy causes a rebound elevation in synaptic zinc and ZnT3 expression. This is significant because women are at higher risk of developing AD and female APP transgenic mice have heavier amyloid burdens. ZnT3 knockout mice have been described as a phenocopy for the synaptic and memory deficits of Alzheimer’s disease, consistent with amyloid pathology trapping zinc and inducing what is, in effect, a physiological ZnT3 knockout.
A more detailed fractionation study of post-mortem hippocampal tissue revealed an elevation of Zn$^{2+}$ in both soluble and synaptic vesicle fractions in AD, paralleled by (as previously observed) a decreased expression of ZnT3. In cases of non-demented individuals with a comparable amyloid burden, levels of Zn$^{2+}$ in soluble fractions were significantly lower than in AD, whereas in synaptic vesicles the levels of Zn$^{2+}$ were similar to AD, with no change in levels of ZnT3. Aβ oligomers were markedly increased in the post-synaptic density fractions of the AD cases, but not the non-demented amyloid-bearing controls, arguing that the elevation of zinc facilitates the attachment of Aβ oligomers to post-synaptic targets, such as the NMDA receptor, as previously reported. Therefore, the buffering of free Zn$^{2+}$ in the tissue would be expected to play an important role in preventing such pathological consequences. The major Zn$^{2+}$ buffers in tissue are the metallothioneins (MTs). MT levels altered in AD, whereas in synaptic vesicles the levels of Zn$^{2+}$ were significantly increased in AD subjects when compared to healthy controls. Increasing copper levels have the potential to result in increased oxidative stress and the increased exchangeable copper in AD patients has been reported to correlate with higher levels of serum peroxides. Conversely, other studies have reported that there is no statistically significant difference in levels of serum copper or ceruloplasmin (a ferroxidase that uses the electrochemistry of 6 copper atoms) between the AD and healthy control groups when adjusting for age, sex and ApoE allelic status. This disparity in results with respect to peripheral Cu levels has recently been reviewed in depth where a meta-analysis was carried out on all studies from 1996 to 2013. The results of this analysis suggested that Cu not bound to ceruloplasmin is significantly increased in AD subjects when compared to healthy controls. A recent report of a direct measure of this value supports its utility in predicting cognitive deterioration, but awaits confirmation in separate population studies.

### Aβ interactions with Cu and Zn

Evidence from the early onset genetic forms of AD indicates that Aβ metabolism is associated with the onset of disease. Aβ is an amphipathic peptide of variable length ranging from 38 to 43 residues with the most common forms being 40 and 42 residues long. The 16 N-terminal residues are hydrophilic and are responsible for the interactions with metal ions discussed below. The C-terminal residues are hydrophobic and drive the aggregation processes that the peptide is infamous for. As described above, Cu$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ are released into the synapse, potentially to modulate synaptic function, and so the synapse is a unique location where Aβ comes into contact with relatively high concentrations of “freely” available transition metals. This may explain why Aβ deposition is reported to begin in the synapse.

In AD the deposition of aggregated Aβ is associated with oxidative stress. The interaction of Aβ with Zn and Cu can potentially explain both of these phenomena as Aβ will react with both Zn and Cu to form aggregates, while Aβ will react with Cu to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS). The finding that age- and female-sex-related plaque formation in Tg2576 transgenic mice was reduced by genetic ablation of the synaptic zinc transporter protein ZnT3 further highlights the potential role metals play in amyloid plaque formation. Consistent with this, low μM levels of Zn$^{2+}$ will react with synthetic Aβ to induce protease-resistant aggregation and precipitation of the peptide, which can be reversed by the use of metal chelators. This explains why Zn/Cu-selective chelators dissolve Aβ from the insoluble phase of post-mortem human brain specimens that contain amyloid. The interaction of Zn$^{2+}$ with Aβ occurs in milliseconds, selectively (among other biological metal ions) inducing greater exposure of hydrophobic surfaces and A11 immunoreactivity, which are markers of toxic conformers,
When Zn$^{2+}$ is present in stoichiometric or greater concentrations relative to Aβ, it induces non-fibrillar, α-helical aggregates, and suppresses β-sheet formation.\textsuperscript{177,182,183} When Zn$^{2+}$ is present at concentrations that are substoichiometric relative to Aβ, it promotes fibrillar, β-sheet enriched aggregates, probably by a seeding mechanism.\textsuperscript{184} Some oligomeric Aβ species induced by Zn$^{2+}$ are neurotoxic,\textsuperscript{185} but this also may be a product of the stoichiometric ratio Zn$^{2+}$ to Aβ since suprastoichiometric ratios induces a species that is redox-inert, and may be the more abundant species in amyloid plaques in contrast to the histologically-invisible forms in the interstitium, cell bodies and synapse.\textsuperscript{186} It should be noted that the aggregation and toxicity of Aβ are notoriously subject to variability, and factors such as pH, salinity and the presence of Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ modulate its physicochemical behaviour in response to metal ions.\textsuperscript{177,178,187,188} We found, for example, that the presence of NaCl enhances Zn$^{2+}$ induced precipitation of Aβ1–40, which was greatest at 150 mM NaCl (\textit{i.e.} isotonic saline).\textsuperscript{188} Nevertheless, the behaviour of the peptide is frequently reported in non-physiological conditions \textit{e.g.} absence of NaCl. Furthermore, the type of cells that are tested in toxicity experiments, whether primary neurons, neuronal or non-neuronal cells, as well as the culture conditions, all contribute to the variability of results.

Studies of Aβ–Zn$^{2+}$ interaction in flies have supported the pathogenic consequences of this reaction.\textsuperscript{189,190} Endogenous drosophila ZIPI (\textit{dZip1}, Zrt-Irt like protein 1, a homologue of the transporters that traffic Zn$^{2+}$ into the cytoplasm) expression was lower in young adult flies transgenic for the overexpression of human Aβ1–42 as compared to the control.\textsuperscript{190} In comparison to age-matched flies without Aβ expression, 30 day old Aβ42 flies expressed a 170% elevation of brain Zn level. \textit{dZip1} knockdown ameliorated the neurodegeneration associated with Aβ overexpression, while \textit{dZip1} overexpression or exposure to elevated zinc, exaggerated neurodegeneration and neuropathology, and chelation or overexpression of MTF-1 (a transcription factor that upregulates metallothioneins) ameliorates the toxic phenotype.\textsuperscript{189,190}

Cu$^{2+}$ can induce similar aggregation of Aβ under mildly acidic conditions,\textsuperscript{191,192} but at neutral pH Cu$^{2+}$ at stoichiometric concentrations or greater stabilizes a dimer of Aβ,\textsuperscript{187} preventing fibril formation.\textsuperscript{193–195} At substoichiometric concentrations, Cu$^{2+}$ promotes Aβ fibril formation.\textsuperscript{184,194,196} The presence of Cu$^{2+}$ augments Aβ toxicity in cell cultures,\textsuperscript{177,179,186,197} even at substoichiometric concentrations.\textsuperscript{184,196} When Cu$^{2+}$ coordinates to Aβ the metal is redox active and is easily reduced to Cu$^+$, which must be accompanied by the oxidation of another such as thiols, ascorbate, lipid or Aβ itself.\textsuperscript{198–203} The side-chains of numbers 6, 13, 14 and 35 have all been shown by mass spectrometry to be oxidised by the reduction of Cu by Aβ.\textsuperscript{200,204,205} One residue that is particularly susceptible to oxidative modification is tyrosine and elevated levels of dityrosine and nito-tirosine within the neuronal lesions of AD brains has been reported.\textsuperscript{206} When Aβ reacts with Cu$^{2+}$ in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$, the tyrosine residue at position 10 will form covalent cross-links with tyrosine residue on other Aβ molecules within an aggregated assembly.\textsuperscript{199,207,208} These covalently cross-linked oligomers are resistant to proteolytic degradation and promote further peptide aggregation.

Support for the pathogenic relevance of Aβ–Cu assemblies has also come from studies of transgenic drosophila, where copper chelation or suppression of Ctr1C (a copper importer), rescues the toxic phenotype.\textsuperscript{209} Similar results were achieved by inhibiting another copper importer, Ctr1B, and by over-expressing a copper exporter DmATP7 in the nervous system of the Aβ transgenic flies.\textsuperscript{209}

The ability of Aβ to coordinate and trap Cu in an extracellular environment suggests this may result in a deficiency of Cu in the cytoplasm of neurons resulting in certain cellular functions being inhibited. Indeed some studies have shown that Cu levels are increased in the serum and CSF at the same time they are decreased in the hippocampus and amygdala of AD patients.\textsuperscript{158,159,210,211} Deficiencies in Cu are likely to result in impairment of Cu dependent enzymes that are essential for normal physiological function. Consistent with this, cytochrome c oxidase (COX) and peptidylglycine α-amidating monoxygenase have significantly decreased activities in AD brain.\textsuperscript{212} Impaired COX activity will lead to deficits in energy metabolism which is also a feature of the AD brain.\textsuperscript{213} The activity of Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase-1 (Cu/Zn-SOD1) has been reported to be decreased in both human AD brain and in transgenic animal models.\textsuperscript{214} It has been suggested that decreased neuronal Cu levels will result in diminished activation of the PI3K/Akt pathway.\textsuperscript{215} This pathway plays a role in modulating the signals between extracellular growth factors and induction of cell survival.\textsuperscript{216} Additionally and perhaps most importantly the pathway also modulates \textit{i.e.} inhibits the activity of GSK3β\textsuperscript{217} one of the kinases responsible for the phosphorylation of tau, such that lower Cu levels leads to increased GSK3β activity and higher degrees of tau phosphorylation. The role GSK-3β plays in AD pathology has triggered a surge in the development of GSK-3β inhibitors to target disease progression. However as will be discussed in more detail below, therapeutic strategies aimed at overcoming Cu deficiency will target PI3K/AKT pathway resulting in an inhibition of GSK3β which in turn results in a decrease in tau phosphorylation and subsequently improvements in cognitive performance (Fig. 4).

Defining the Aβ coordination site

The first observations that Aβ will interact with metal ions were reported in the early to mid 1990’s and almost immediately attempts were made to characterise the Aβ metal coordination site. However despite almost twenty years of research the precise nature of the metal coordination site(s) remains controversial (recently reviewed\textsuperscript{177}). Inspection of the Aβ sequence identifies the N-terminal amine and three histidine residues at sequence numbers 6, 13 and 14 that are likely to facilitate the peptide’s interactions with Cu and Zn. A variety of spectroscopic studies have confirmed that these residues are primarily involved in metal coordination, under certain conditions other residues have also been reported to be involved (Fig. 2). However there is a lack of consensus amongst these studies. There are a variety of reasons for this, many attributable to the nature of the Aβ peptide. Various spectroscopic methods require at least micromolar concentrations for accurate measurements to be obtained,
at these concentrations Aβ will aggregate. Consequently most of the spectroscopic studies have been carried out on shorter versions of the peptide typically sequences ranging from residues 1–16 or 1–28. While these shorter peptides are more soluble they do to some extent still aggregate. In addition to issues associated with peptide aggregation there are clearly pH dependent effects on metal coordination leading to the observation that coordination mode is pleomorphic.218–221 The lack of consensus in the coordination mode and contradictory nature of the published literature has meant that this topic has been the subject of many reviews in recent years. These reviews are able to deal with the controversies in more detail than we can here.192,222–224

If Aβ–metal interactions drive disease pathology and progression then inhibiting this interaction should be therapeutically beneficial. The simplest way to achieve this would be to use a compound that has a higher metal binding affinity than Aβ (see therapeutics section below). Unfortunately the same difficulties that occur in defining the metal coordination site have also bedevilled attempts to determine Aβ–metal affinities (reviewed in detail in ref. 225) with a wide range of binding constants from high micromolar to attomolar being published. The current best estimates for the binding affinity for Aβ with Zn is in low μM range while for Cu it is in the sub nM range.226,227 Oligomeric species of Aβ bind Cu2+ and Zn2+ with far greater affinity than monomer.228–230 The perturbed equilibrium of the precipitated peptide withdrawing Cu ions from solution may explain the high-affinity apparent constants reported, and explain why the amyloid pathology manages to trap such high concentrations of metal ions. Under conditions where the peptide is kept monomeric or prevented from aggregating the apparent affinity of the binding site is much lower.

The breakdown in metal homeostasis in Parkinson’s disease

PD has characteristic proteopathies of Lewy bodies (containing precipitated α-synuclein), as well as neurofibrillary tangles (containing tau, like AD), within the substantia nigra pars compacta, which loses dopaminergic neurons in the disease (reviewed in ref. 97 and 231). As with tangles (vide supra) iron also accumulates within Lewy bodies.232 However, it has not yet been established that α-synuclein binds directly to any metal ion in vivo or in the pathology. Iron may feature in the
physiological function of α-synuclein since its 5’UTR contains a functional iron-responsive element that increases α-synuclein expression in the presence of iron.231 Nevertheless, there are several reports of potentially pathogenic interactions of both iron and copper ions with α-synuclein in cell-free systems.234–237 Redox cycling of copper ions has been proposed to be a physiological mechanism by which α-synuclein can be a ferrireductase,238 but can also lead to oxidative damage of the protein,239 and may contribute to toxicity.240,241 While the role of metal interaction with α-synuclein in the pathogenesis of PD remains to be proven, what is more certain is that dysregulation of metal homeostasis in affected tissue in PD that carries the potential of causing abnormal interactions with the protein.

Nigral iron elevation in PD is a consistently-reported feature of the disease, and models of the disease. The proposed pathogenic mechanisms for iron-mediated PD degeneration are by increasing oxidative stress,242,243 and by causing α-synuclein aggregation.234,235 A subset of catecholaminergic neurons in the nigra contains a metal-laden pigment (principally bound to iron), neuromelanin, which gives the tissue its black colour.244,245 These neurons are selectively lost in PD, whereas non-pigmented nigral neurons are spared,246 which has drawn suspicion towards the heavy iron (or toxic environmental metal ion) load of this pigment as contributing to neurotoxicity. Its role in pathogenesis is still unclear as there is also evidence for the pigment playing a neuroprotective, antioxidant role, possibly by sequestering redox-active metals.247

Iron accumulation occurs early in PD progression where it is detectable by ultrasonography248 and by MRI.249 Motor phenotype has also been shown to be associated with MRI-detected iron accumulation in specific basal ganglia structures.250 Tissue examination reveals that the iron is elevated in both neurons and glia.251 Genetic lesions that primarily cause substantia nigra (SN) iron retention, such as aceruloplasminemia,252 neuroferritinopathy,253 and neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation type 1,254 induce SN degeneration and parkinsonism, arguing that iron retention alone is a sufficient cause of Parkinson’s disease. Iron accumulation is observed in sporadic PD251 and also with PD familial mutations in genes encoding LRRK2,255 parkin,256 α-synuclein,257 PINK1258 and DJ-1.257 Additionally, iron-chelation with deferiprone or desferrioxamine has also been reported to induce a strong mitophagy response, which is impaired in PD and other neurodegenerative diseases.259 Although the iron accumulation may arise from different mechanisms, the iron accumulation undoubtedly contributes to PD neurodegeneration as the same iron accumulation is a sufficient cause of PD in other, primary brain iron accumulation genetic lesions. The product of iron with dopamine levels in the neurons of the various nuclei in this region explains why the SNpc is most predisposed to combustion, leading to demise in this region with relative sparing of the other iron-containing neurons, which lack the same enrichment of dopamine.260 Iron therefore also represents a common therapeutic target.

A recent Mendelian randomization analysis revealed a significant association between three genetic variants that are known to have major influences on serum iron levels (two alleles of HFE, where mutation causes hemochromatosis; and matriptase, TMPRSS6) and the risk for PD. The findings in this large population suggest a causal association between increased serum iron levels and decreased risk of developing PD. Serum iron explained ≈33% of the risk for PD in people with no other iron abnormality (3% risk reduction per 10 μg dL−1 increase in serum iron, therefore 33%, considering the normal range of serum iron is 65–176 μg dL−1 for men). Since, as explained above, increased brain (nigral) iron may be pathogenic in PD, the apparent inverse relationship between serum and brain iron in the risk for PD could be consistent with the inability for iron to be trafficked out of the brain into the plasma. Most iron in plasma is bound to transferrin and iron is loaded into transferrin principally through the activity of the ferroxidase, ceruloplasmin.261

Ceruloplasmin is expressed in glia in the brain262 as well as being abundant in plasma. The specific ferroxidase activity of ceruloplasmin is decreased ~80% in the substantia nigra of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease cases, possibly related to a marked drop in copper levels in the tissue.263 Copper regulation is systemically perturbed in PD.264 Consistent with ceruloplasmin loss being pathogenic in PD by raising nigral iron, ceruloplasmin knock-out mice develop parkinsonism with elevated nigral iron, and are rescued by iron chelation,265 as is the MPTP model of PD,266 and parkinsonism in tau knockout mice, where iron accumulates in the nigra.265

Several iron chelation approaches have been reported as salutary in PD rodent models.266–269 One of the agents that has successfully reduced iron levels and improved motor function in animal models of PD is M30 [5-(N-methyl-N-propargylamino)methyl]-8-hydroxyquinoline.270 This compound is reported to be multi-functional combining the chelating ability of the 8-hydroxyquinoline moiety with the ability to inhibit monoamine oxidase through the propargyl moiety.

The most advanced compound in the iron-chelator class is deferiprone, since it has recently completed a 12 month double-blind, placebo-controlled randomized clinical trial (30 mg per kg per day) in early-stage PD patients (n = 37 completed in a delayed-start paradigm). The trial revealed that patients responded significantly earlier and sustainably to treatment, as measured by both amelioration of substantia nigra iron accumulation (by MRI) and by Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale motor indicators of disease progression.271 Deferiprone was initially tested in the MPTP mouse model of PD using a preventative treatment strategy, i.e. the drug was first administered prior to the creation of the lesion in the SNpc by MPTP. The drug was able to reduce iron levels and increase tyrosine hydroxylase positive cells in the SN, this was accompanied by reductions in oxidative stress markers and improvements in motor function.271 This success encouraged the use of deferiprone in a small clinical trial of PD patients. This trial was an 18 month placebo controlled double blind study that utilized a 6 month delayed start paradigm (i.e. half the cohort started on drug at the beginning of the trial the other half started on placebo, after 6 months the placebo group also began receiving drug). The purpose of such trial design is to
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differentiate symptomatic effects from true disease modifying ones. The patients were orally administered drug at 30 mg per kg per day, iron levels in the SN were assessed by magnetic resonance imaging and motor function scores were determined using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS).

For the initial treatment group there were significant reductions in iron after six months that were sustained after 12 and 18 months, for the delayed start group while on placebo there was no change in iron but once treatment with deferiprone commenced this group also saw decreases in iron, at the 18 month time point the decrease in iron was similar for both the initial treatment group and the delayed start. The initial treatment group showed a significant improvement in their UPDRS scores as compared to baseline and placebo, while the scores for this group were always better than baseline there was no further improvement in the scores despite a further 12 months of drug treatment. The delayed start group showed no improvement in their UPDRS at any stage of the trial despite the significantly increased iron levels. These promising results await phase 3 validation.

Zinc has also recently featured in PD. Elevated nigral zinc has been found in PD patients. The PARK9 mutation of ATP13A2, that causes juvenile onset PD, leads to dyshomeostasis of intra-cellular Zn\(^{2+}\) that contributes to lysosomal dysfunction and the accumulation of \(\alpha\)-synuclein. Recent evidence in neurospheres derived from patients confirms the Zn\(^{2+}\) dyshomeostasis and shows how this adversely impacts on mitochondrial metabolism.

### Metal dyshomeostasis in Huntington’s disease

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a rare genetic disorder associated with expanded trinucleotide CAG repeats in the gene encoding the huntingtin protein. When translated into the protein this results in long extended poly glutamine sequences that are particularly prone to aggregation. The disease is associated with both motor impairment and cognitive decline.

The pioneering work of Jenner, Marsden and colleagues catalogued tissue metal changes in basal ganglia disorders, demonstrating a robust elevation of iron in the caudate nucleus and copper in the putamen in HD. Several further studies have confirmed the elevation of striatal iron in HD, as well as co-registration of changes in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in post-mortem tissue. MRI studies utilizing field-dependent R2 increase, for a specific index of tissue ferritin content, found an elevation of iron in caudate, putamen, and globus pallidus in HD subjects compared to controls.

Field map (FM) MRI, a novel analytical approach based on Susceptibility Weighted Imaging (SWI), assesses magnetic iron concentrations, and was used recently to analyze various brain regions in HD subjects at various clinical stages of the disease, and compared them to age- and sex-matched healthy controls. FM values in the pre-HD and HD groups were significantly higher than those in the control group in the basal ganglia structures, including the caudate, putamen, and globus pallidus, bilaterally starting with preclinical HD. A trend for higher FM values with increasing disease severity was noted, starting with significant increases in preclinical HD. In the cortex, iron levels were significantly elevated in the most advanced stage of disease studied, affecting mainly left superior frontal, left middle frontal, and bilaterally anterior cingulate, paracentral and precuneus. There were no changes in the thalamus, hippocampus, or amygdala. A significant association was found between FM value and CAG triplet repeat length bilaterally in the caudate, accumens, putamen, pallidum, and anterior cingulate. These investigators confirmed the elevation in iron levels in HD in a separate post-mortem series, which demonstrated elevated iron as well as zinc in the pallidum and putamen.

In vitro studies showed that the amino-terminal 171 residues of huntingtin contain a domain that interacts with and reduces Cu\(^{2+}\) to Cu\(^{+}\), and Fe\(^{3+}\) to Fe\(^{2+}\), potentially contributing to the oxidative stress that is prevalent in the disorder. In addition, full-length wild-type mouse huntingtin was found to form SDS-resistant aggregates following incubation at 37°C. This aggregation was promoted by Cu\(^{2+}\), and inhibited by metal-complexing agents EDTA and clioquinol. Copper and iron concentrations in the striata and frontal cortices of 12 month-old knock-in CAG140 and 12 week-old R6/2 transgenic mouse models of HD have also been reported. Despite the absence of neurobehavioural deficits in CAG140 mice cortical iron levels were significantly increased by 15%. The R6/2 mice had cognitive deficits as assessed by open-field tests and a 12% reduction in brain weight consistent with advanced disease, and exhibited significantly increased copper in striatum (26%) and cortex (51%). Importantly, the amyloid precursor protein (APP) was significantly decreased in striatum and cortex of the R6/2 HD transgenic mice, which may account for the elevation of copper and iron in the brain tissue, since APP promotes the export of copper\(^{45}\) and iron.\(^{29,97}\) A recent in-depth examination of the brains of the R6/2 model revealed evidence of an increased labile iron pool, with accumulation of Fe\(^{2+}\) in secondary lysosomes.

Treatment of model with intrathecal desferrioxamine rescued the motor and atrophy phenotypes within 2 weeks of treatment. Modulation of copper homeostasis by genetic and dietary interventions strikingly modifies disease progression in a HTT exon 1 Drosophila model of HD.\(^{282}\) Copper interaction with mutant HTT promoted toxicity in this model, which was rescued by substituting key copper-coordinating residues, Met8 and His82.

### The breakdown in metal homeostasis in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a disease in which motor neurons in the spinal cord and brain progressively deteriorate leading to paralysis and death. Currently there is no effective disease modifying therapy for this disease. Approximately 10% of ALS cases have identified genetic causes while the remaining 90% appear to be sporadic in nature. Genes associated with the familial forms of ALS include TARDBP,\(^{283}\) FUS,\(^{284}\) C9ORF72,\(^{285,286}\) and SOD1.\(^{287}\) The proteins (respectively, TDP-43, FUS, C9ORF72
and Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase [SOD1]) encoded by these various genes have been found in aggregated deposits within diseased tissue. How these various genes and/or their translated proteins drive disease progression is still the subject of much debate. One hypothesis is that disease progression is linked with increases in endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress as a result of the up-regulation in the unfolded protein response (UPR) pathway. One consequence of the elevation of this pathway is the up-regulation of pro-apoptotic cascades and the formation of stress granules, which contain both proteins and RNA. Stress granule formation is also promoted by oxidative stress. The sequestration of both protein and RNA into these intracellular bodies appears to be the mechanism by which cells shut down less essential RNA translation in response to cellular stress. Among the protein products incorporated into stress granules are TDP43 and FUS, which have roles in RNA metabolism.

Mutations in SOD1 (of which there are over 100) are the most common cause of familial ALS, currently there is no generally accepted hypothesis as to how these mutations drive disease, but it does appear to be the gain of a toxic function and not the loss of SOD1 activity. Pathogenic mutations of SOD1 that cause familial-ALS are also associated with SOD1 aggregation, and SOD1 aggregates are also observed in affected spinal neurons in sporadic cases. However, as is the case with other proteopathies associated with neurodegenerative disease, it is unclear whether the SOD1 proteopathy is itself the source of toxicity. Since copper is redox-active, and since oxidative damage characterizes ALS, considerable effort has explored the role of copper in ALS pathogenesis caused by mutant ALS. Spinal cord copper levels are elevated in transgenic mice carrying the SOD1G93A mutant.

Both copper chelation, and genetic strategies that lower spinal cord copper, ameliorate the ALS phenotype in mutant SOD1 transgenic mouse models. Genetic ablation of the copper chaperone of SOD1 (CCS1) did not rescue the ALS phenotype of mutant SOD1 transgenic mice, but this just establishes that if copper plays a role in pathogenesis, then it is not the copper that is normally inserted into the active site.

Supporting this interpretation, copper(n)(4-methylthiosemicarbazonato) (CuII(ATSM)), which loads copper into the active site of SOD1, ameliorates the phenotype. There is also evidence that copper ions can adventitiously attach to pro-oxidant, pathological surface binding sites on mutant SOD1, which are revealed by oxidation of the disulphide bridge required to maintain tertiary structure and stabilize dimeric SOD1. Presentation of copper in excess of the ability of the amount that SOD1 can incorporate into its active site may explain why overexpression of CCS1 markedly exacerbated the pathological phenotype of mutant SOD1 transgenic mice. Supporting the possibility that copper outside of the active site of SOD1 may be pathogenic, recent findings have shown that transgenic models of ALS expressing SOD1 with mutations that disrupt copper binding at the active site still demonstrate a marked age-dependent rise in spinal cord copper levels in tissue fractions outside of SOD1.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that mutations in SOD1 associated with familial forms of ALS can drive ER stress, through interactions with Derlin-1, which is a component of the ER-associated degradation machinery. Although these mutations are spread throughout the structure of SOD1 in general these mutations lead to a decreased affinity of mutant SOD1 for Zn. Wildtype SOD1 exists predominantly as a homodimer however the loss of Zn from the active site destabilizes the dimer interface shifting the equilibrium between monomer and dimer more towards the monomer. It has recently been demonstrated that under conditions of Zn deficiency wildtype SOD1 can also drive ER stress, the loss of Zn from SOD1 causes a change in protein confirmation promoting the interaction with Derlin-1. Interestingly, it has previously published that a small cohort of ALS subjects from Guam have decreased cortical Zn levels as compared to controls, unfortunately this study did not look at Zn levels in the spinal cord of these subjects.

The deposition of aggregated proteins requires the misfolding of the protein. The folding/unfolding pathway of SOD1 has been extensively studied and involves a number of intermediates including the Zn deficient form described above (reviewed). Cu deficient forms have also been identified although existing at much lower levels than the Zn deficient forms. Interestingly the folding/unfolding pathways of mutant forms of SOD1 have significantly more of the Cu deficient intermediate than does wildtype SOD1 and it has been speculated upon that this form of SOD1 maybe the toxic species that is responsible for the neurodegeneration.

There is also emerging evidence that Fe metabolism is perturbed in ALS, with serum Ferritin levels shown to be elevated in ALS subjects as compared to controls, it is not clear whether this a contributing factor to the disease or as a response to increased oxidative stress associated with the disease. Additionally a H63D mutation in the HFE gene has been shown to be a risk factor for ALS, how this mutation increases the risk of developing ALS is not clear at this stage.

Targeting metal homeostasis as a therapeutic strategy

To date there are no drugs that modify the underlying causes of the neurodegenerative diseases. All the approved drugs such as the acetylcholinesterase drugs in AD, the dopamine agonists in PD, and riluzole in ALS, give modest improvements in alleviating disease symptoms rather than affecting the underlying course of the disease. These diseases are characterized by cognitive and motor deficits that arise from defective synaptic transmission, a process that involves the synchronized function of neurotransmitters, cell surface receptors, and pre- and postsynaptic cycling of synaptic vesicles. As described earlier, transition metal ions play a major role in this dynamic process, and our overarching hypothesis is that a breakdown of this process is upstream to disease progression. Therefore chemical agents that are able to restore metal homeostasis should be effective disease modifying drugs. One approach is to use metal chelators as have been used clinically for decades to target metal overload diseases such as hemochromatosis (Fe) and Wilson’s disease (Cu). However, the chelators used to treat these diseases such as desferrioxamine,
penicillamine and trientine are intended to deplete metal from overloaded tissue, and so facilitate excretion of the overloaded metal. To accomplish this, the chelators usually have high metal-binding affinities and are hydrophilic. However, these types of chelators are inappropriate as potential therapeutics for neurodegenerative diseases as they have to cross the blood brain barrier, which generally requires small hydrophobic molecules. Additionally, as we have laboured to explain, metal ions are essential to many essential neurochemical processes and the indiscriminate removal of metals from brain tissue is problematic. In addition, the metal ions that are maldistributed or accumulating in the neurodegenerative diseases that we have reviewed, do not require high-affinity ligands (i.e. classical chelators) in order to be redistributed or sequestered. However, no brain-penetrant moderate-affinity metal ion-ligating molecules are approved for any medical indication. Therefore, those who test the validity of metal-related targets as being of potential value for novel therapeutics have been obliged to invent a new pharmacology, which has not been a palatable prospect for modern big pharmaceutical companies.

**Metal Protein Attenuating Compounds (MPAC) for Alzheimer’s disease**

As discussed above, AD could not be described as a traditional metal overload disease. A more accurate description is one where metal homeostasis is perturbed, resulting in miscompartmentalisation of metal ions. Therefore the goal of the MPAC strategy for AD is to develop compounds that target mis-localized metals and restore them to where they came from, i.e. within neurons, astrocytes or glia. MPAC is a term for an organic small molecule that, without the high affinities of chelators, can ligate adventitial metal ions attached to proteinopathies and redistribute them to a safer compartment. The prototypic MPAC is clioquinol (CQ, 5-chloro-7-iodo-8-hydroxyquinoline) a small hydrophobic molecule with moderate affinity for Cu²⁺ and Zn²⁺ ($K_d$ of 8 x 10⁻¹¹ M and 1.4 x 10⁻⁹ M, respectively) and capable of crossing the blood–brain barrier. In vitro, CQ inhibits metal mediated aggregation and ROS production by Aβ. Tg2576 transgenic mice orally treated with CQ for nine weeks had a 49% decrease in brain Aβ burden as compared with non-treated controls. This treatment did not induce a systemic change in metal levels.

These successful animal studies were followed by human studies, with the effect of oral CQ treatment in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled pilot phase II clinical trial of moderately severe AD patients was evaluated. CQ treatment was reported to significantly attenuate cognitive deterioration over a 9 month period. Despite these positive outcomes further development of CQ was halted due to manufacturing difficulties as contamination with di-iodo-8-hydroxyquinoline, a known carcinogen, occurred during larger scale chemical synthesis preventing the production of GMP-quality trial stock. As the second generation MPAC PBT2 (a novel chemical entity) was then ready for clinical development, no attempt was made to pursue further work with CQ.

PBT2 is a second generation MPAC, like CQ it is an 8-hydroxyquinoline (Fig. 3) but with improved solubility, blood brain barrier penetrability and greater efficacy in preclinical in vivo studies. PBT2 rapidly improved cognitive performance in the APP/PS1 and Tg2576 transgenic mouse models of AD, accompanied by changes in a number of disease relevant biomarkers including an increase in synaptophysin levels indicating improved synaptic health, reductions in Aβ load and tau phosphorylation. Perhaps most importantly, there was a significant reduction in soluble interstitial Aβ within hours of drug being administered. PBT2 was subsequently studied in a phase IIa clinical trial in subjects with early AD, which involved a 12 week treatment period, was double blind and placebo controlled. This study demonstrated that the drug was safe and well tolerated at 50 mg and 250 mg daily doses, with reduced CSF levels of Aβ1–42 at the 250 mg dose. Improved cognitive performance in patients taking PBT2 (compared to placebo) was observed when tested on executive function in the Neuropsychological Test Battery. A small 12 month phase II trial of PBT2 (n ≈ 50 in two randomized arms) has just been completed with positron emission tomography imaging of brain amyloid as the primary readout. The drug was well tolerated, but no significant effect on amyloid burden was found in the primary readout. A post-hoc analysis recently reported that PBT2 slowed the decline of hippocampal atrophy at almost half the rate of the placebos, and there was significant drop in amyloid burden when adjusting for baseline levels of amyloid (http://pranabio.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/AAIC-Panel-Presentation_Colin-Masters-1.pdf). While the data remain unpublished and, therefore, unavailable for scrutiny, it is possible that the study was underpowered. However, since the drug was not designed to target amyloid fibrils, it is possible that the result merely confirms that PBT2 does not engage with fibrils.

The original goal in developing the MPAC compounds for the treatment of AD had been to identify compounds that were capable of inhibiting the Aβ-metal interactions that we hypothesized were the underlying cause of AD (see above). However in the development of PBT2 it soon became obvious that simply inhibiting Aβ-metal interactions was insufficient to explain all the observed effects of the drug. Through a variety of investigations it was shown that compounds such as PBT2 and CQ translocate Cu²⁺ and Zn²⁺ from the extracellular environment to inside the cell. Once inside the cell, the metals dissociate...
from the drug to initiate a neuroprotective signalling cascade that includes the activation of PI3K and up regulation of metalloprotease activity, which then degrades Aβ.319,322,323 This signalling cascade also results in an inhibition of tau phosphorylation, via inhibition of GSK3β.324 Other positive consequences of this metal “ionophore” effect include the promotion of neurite extension and increased dendritic spine density.325

These results indicate that the MPACs are not acting as simple chelators, and that their mechanism of action is more sophisticated as they not only prevent the deleterious effects of the breakdown in metal homeostasis, but also rectify the imbalance by restoring metals that are deficient to the cell to carry out salutary actions. As such the MPACs mechanism is similar to that of a metal chaperone.

The positive clinical outcomes for CQ and PBT2 have promoted a growing interest in the ability of metal chelating compounds to have therapeutic potential in AD. This has resulted in an array of chelating compounds with a wide variety properties being synthesized.141,270,326–328 To augment the ability to dissociate metal-induced Aβ oligomers, some medicinal chemistry approaches employ structures that can both attach to the Aβ as well as interact with the pathological metal,177,179,329–335 or have hybrid structures that provide additional salutary biological interactions such as glucose receptor targeting,336 monoamine oxidase B inhibition266,270 or acetylcholinesterase inhibition.337 Most of these compounds have been shown to inhibit Aβ–metal interactions and therefore Aβ aggregation and ROS production, and, apart from clioquinol and PBT2,316,319,338–340 other metal-targeting and hybrid molecules have also shown beneficial effects in transgenic animal studies.141,328,341 These various approaches were reviewed in detail in this journal recently.342

Targeting metals in candidate HD therapeutics

An unbiased screening of >200,000 compounds identified the 8-hydroxyquinoline chemical class as the most effective at preventing proteotoxicity caused by misfolded proteins including polyglutamine through a metal-dependent mechanism.343 This was consistent with a prior report that the brain permeable copper and iron chelator clioquinol was neuroprotective, decreased brain aggregate load, and restored fallen insulin levels in R6/2 HD mice.344 Similarly, epigallocatechin-gallate, a green tea flavonoid, and also a chelator, has been reported to inhibit huntingtin misfolding and rescue toxicity in a Drosophila model of HD.345 Confirming a role for copper interaction with mutant huntingtin in promoting disease pathogenesis, lowering central nervous system copper levels with either Ctr1B suppression or DmATP7A overexpression rescued lethality and neuropathology in two polyQ transgenic Drosophila models of HD.209 The Cu+ chelator bathocuproine disulfonate and Cu2+ chelator, clioquinol, significantly rescued the survival rate of the Htt transgenic flies, whereas supplementation of additional CuCl2 worsened the survival defect.209 Ablation of the Cu2+ coordination sites on mutant htt379 generated a form of the protein that, even when overexpressed, had markedly less toxicity than the parental mutant in a transgenic Drosophila.209 Clioquinol is moderate in its affinity for transition metals, redox-silencing, and the prototype for PBT2,319 a novel drug candidate that reported efficacy in a phase 2 clinical trial for Alzheimer’s disease in 2008.320,346,347 PBT2 itself significantly delayed the onset of paralysis in a C. elegans model of polyQ over-expression.348 PBT2 oral treatment (from 3 weeks of age) also significantly rescued the motor deficits of R6/2 HD mice and prevented brain atrophy.348 On the basis of these results, PBT2 recently completed a phase 2 clinical trial in a cohort of HD patients over a 6 month period. While the result await peer-reviewed publication, the announcement of the top-line results indicated that the primary readout was safety and tolerability was met satisfactorily, and, in addition, secondary measures indicated some cognitive benefit and possible rescue of brain atrophy.349 These results appear promising, but efficacy waits for phase 3 confirmation.

Utilizing metal chemistry as a therapeutic strategy

Bis(thiosemicarbazone) complexes for AD

The mechanism of action of the MPACs is complex with a number of different activities being potentially salutary. One concept that we have investigated is that the delivery of bioavailable copper and/or zinc into cells can activate neuroprotective signalling cascades. To further study whether metal delivery in the absence of any chelating effects has any positive therapeutic benefits we utilised Cu(n) and Zn(n) complexes of bis(thiosemicarbazone) (BTSC). These complexes have been reported to have a broad range of pharmacological activity, with recent interest focused primarily on the ability of selected complexes to deliver radioactive copper isotopes to hypoxic tissue and leukocytes.350,351 Our initial work focused on cell culture experiments where we were able to demonstrate that a range of metal BTSC complexes were able to increase intracellular metal levels in Chinese hamster ovary cells overexpressing APP (APP-CHO).352 The copper complexes had been engineered to either be stable in an intracellular environment, or susceptible to a reduction in the oxidation state of the metal, which, in turn, significantly decreased the stability of the metal ligand complex (i.e. upon reduction in the metal’s oxidation state, the copper was now bioavailable). The APP-CHO cells secrete Aβ into the cell culture media, and treatment with metal BTSC complexes where the metal dissociated from the complexes significantly reduced the detectable levels of Aβ. This was consistent with previous reports that found that copper elevation suppressed Aβ production.546 Complexes that did not release the metal had no effect on levels of extracellular Aβ. This ability to decrease Aβ levels was a consequence of initiating a signaling cascade that included PI3K and e-NOS-terminal kinase and activation of proteases that degraded Aβ (Fig. 4).

Two compounds, glyoxalbis(N[4]-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazonato) copper(n) (Cu3(gtsm)) and diacetylbis(N[4]-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazonato) copper(n) (Cu5[atsm]), known to cross the blood brain barrier,353 were selected to evaluate this class of compound in vivo. In the Cu2+ oxidation state both of these complexes are...
very stable \( \log K_A \sim 18 \) but Cu\(^{II}\)(gtsm) is more susceptible to intracellular reductants and the Cu\(^+\) complex is much less stable \( \log K_A \sim 8 \). In contrast, Cu\(^{II}\)(atsm) is resistant to reduction in normal cells, and so the copper remains coordinated to the complex. Both complexes were administered to APP/PS1 by oral gavage for four months. Cu\(^{II}\)(gtsm) improved cognitive performance in these mice whereas Cu\(^{II}\)(atsm) had no effect. Consistent with the beneficial effects of Cu\(^{II}\)(gtsm), mice treated with this drug had reduced levels of Aβ oligomers and phosphorylated tau.\(^{353}\) These data are consistent with the proposed therapeutic mechanism of clioquinol, PBT2 and related molecules, of enhancing the bioavailability of copper and zinc (Fig. 4).

Conclusions

In this review, we have attempted to catalogue the multiple pathological changes that occur in brain metal homeostasis in age-related neurodegenerative disorders, focusing on Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease and ALS. This list of diseases is not comprehensive, but where the evidence for metal involvement is most developed. These neurodegenerative diseases are not caused by simple toxicological overload by metals, although the possibility that exposure may alter disease risk remains an important line of investigation. Rather, with aging, and with neurodegenerative disease, there is a breakdown in the homeostasis of essential endogenous biometals. As a result metals both accumulate in microscopic proteopathies, and can be deficient in other cells or cellular compartments. Therefore, bulk measurement of metal content in brain tissue samples reveal only the “tip of the iceberg”, with most of the important changes occurring on a microscopic and biochemical level.

Changes in metal distribution, cellular deficiencies, or sequestration in proteopathies all present abnormalities that can be corrected in animal models by small molecules. These biochemical targets are more complex than the simple excess metal levels that are targeted by chelators. A summary of the potential targets for the different types of pharmacological approaches discussed in this review is shown in Fig. 1. It is still relatively early days for this new metal-related pharmacology, and our impression from decades of experience in communicating with colleagues in the mainstream of neurodegenerative disease research is that until metallobiology yields a drug that shows robust benefit in the clinic, most researchers in the field of neurodegenerative disease will remain unfamiliar with the concepts of metalloneurobiology and its pharmacological targets. We nonetheless feel that the targets of metalloneurobiology are rich with pharmacological opportunities. We hope this review may illustrate some of the richness in the science that has developed in the study of metals in neurodegeneration, and encourage further exploration of its novel pharmacology.
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